Rapid RH™ Kit
This kit includes everything you need to easily get started, including 5 relative humidity tests.

**THE KIT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:**
- 5 ea. “Smart Sensors”
- 1 ea. Rapid RH™ Reader
- 1 ea. Insertion Tool
- 5 ea. Orange Inserts
- 5 ea. Orange Protective Caps
- 5 ea. Stainless Steel Covers
- 1 ea. ½” SDS Masonry Drill Bit
- 1 ea. Wire Cleaning Brush
- 1 ea. Vacuum Attachment
- Certificate of Calibration
- Floor Map
- Instruction Manual
- Carrying Case

$345.00  #880-R0002-001

Rapid RH™ Smart Sensor and Reader Pack
The Smart Sensors are factory calibrated using CMOSSens™ technology. This insures the accuracy and fast equilibration of every Smart Sensor. Each Smart Sensor pack comes with a NIST traceable calibration certificate. The rugged construction of the removable Rapid RH™ Reader allows you to take endless readings from any Smart Sensor. This replacement pack of the Rapid RH™ Smart Sensors and Reader is designed to fit into the rugged carrying case.

**THE PACK INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:**
- 5 ea. “Smart Sensors”
- 1 ea. Rapid RH™ Reader
- 1 ea. Insertion Tool
- 5 ea. Orange Inserts
- 5 ea. Orange Protective Caps
- 5 ea. Stainless Steel Caps
- Certificate of Calibration
- Floor Map
- Instruction Manual

$235.00  #880-R0001-001

Rapid RH™ Smart Sensor Pack
The Rapid RH™ Smart Sensor Pack is for those who already have one or more Rapid RH™ Readers.

**THE PACK INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:**
- 5 ea. Smart Sensors
- 5 ea. Orange Inserts
- 5 ea. Orange Protective Caps
- 5 ea. Stainless Steel Caps
- Certificate of Calibration
- Floor Map
- Installation Manual

$149.50  #880-R0000-001

For more information about relative humidity testing visit us online at www.rapidrh.com
Rapid RH™ Parts & Accessories

**Rapid RH™ Reader**
The rugged construction of the removable Rapid RH™ Reader allows you to take endless readings from any Smart Sensor. Features include a rugged handle for insertion and removal, LCD display and pressure sensitive “On” button. Readings toggle from RH% to F° with automatic shutoff after 30 seconds.

$89.00  
#860-R0010-001

**Smart Sensor Insertion Tool**
The Insertion Tool is required for inserting Smart Sensors into concrete slabs. Made of white Delrin and measures 5-1/2 inches long.

$9.00  
#712-R0025-001

**Champion Pro-line 3/4” SDS Masonry Drill Bit**
Features the versatile “slot drive system”, S4™ double flute design and chisel formed head for rapid penetration in the hardest of concrete or stone. Up to 25% faster and longer life than standard SDS-Plus single flute drill bits.

$32.00  
#713-R0000-001

**Wire Cleaning Brush**
The Cleaning Brush was designed specifically for removing concrete debris before installing the Rapid RH™ Smart Sensors. The cleaning brush is sold separately and is included in the Rapid RH™ Kit.

$9.00  
#714-R0005-001

**Vacuum Attachment**
Designed specifically for removing concrete debris before installing the Rapid RH™ probe. Made of a rugged, pliable-polycarbonate plastic, the Rapid RH™ Vacuum Attachment helps to clean debris from the deepest part of the hole, insuring the most accurate and rapid readings. The Rapid RH™ Vacuum Attachment fits onto a standard 1-1/4” ShopVac®.

$16.00  
#712-RRP01-001

**Carrying Case**
Built with a tough injection molded o-ring sealed waterproof material. Withstands a 7 foot drop to concrete. Features padded ABS handles, two strong ABS snap latches, full length hinges, and padlock loops.

$55.00  
#739-R0002-001

*Contents Sold Separately*

For more information about relative humidity testing visit us online at www.rapidrh.com